Chile’s Reaccreditation Case

Timeline

2012-2017: First Accreditation
2017: Re-accreditation work Initiated (FA Support and Team involved)
2018: Change of Team members, work revised and finalized (Consultant Support - GCF Readiness)
2019: Re-accreditation received
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Challenges of Re-accreditation Process

- Language Barriers
- Keeping institutional knowledge after change of team and government
- Explaining relevance of undergoing the whole process to new National Authorities
- Working on Gender and Socio-environmental Safeguards
- ”Translating” some requirements to national legal system
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Advantages of AF tools
- Easy Online Application form
- Fast Communication with AF experts to solve doubts
- Self paced and adaptive System.

Positive Impact for NIE
- Training in International Meetings and Familiarization with a process that is similar for other Organizations (GCF, CTCN).
- International Support Network (CPDAE)